SRUC Aberdeen: Directions
SRUC Aberdeen, Ferguson Building, Craibstone Estate, Bucksburn, Aberdeen AB21 9YA

Our Aberdeen Campus lies about 5 miles (8 km) North of Aberdeen’s city centre, at Craibstone Estate, on the A96. Please note there are currently largescale roadworks in the vicinity of Craibstone.

► By Road

From the North
Approach on the A96 (direction Aberdeen/Airport). As you come downhill towards the outskirts of Aberdeen and the Airport, you will pass Marshall Trailers on your left and then come to a large roundabout (with traffic lights) which is signed Dyce/Airport to the left and City Centre/AECC straight ahead. Go straight ahead here and continue to the junction with traffic lights shortly after the roundabout. Turn right here into SRUC Aberdeen.

From the South
Approach Aberdeen from the south on the A90 and continue on this road until you see signs for A96 (signposted Inverness/Airport). Follow signs to the Airport/Inverness until you reach traffic lights where the Airport will be signposted to your right and the SRUC Aberdeen Campus to your left. Turn left at this junction, into SRUC Aberdeen.

► By Bus

The SRUC Aberdeen Campus is served by Stagecoach buses 10 or 37/37A and First Bus 727 (Airport bus). Ask the driver to stop at the layby before the new traffic lights for the Airport coming from the South. You will need to walk to these traffic lights and turn left. SRUC Aberdeen Campus is signposted. From the North, there is a bus shelter between the large Airport roundabout and the traffic lights. From here you should walk to the opening for SAC Veterinary Services. Turn left on this side road to enter the subway to take you under the A96. Walk through the Farm Square and continue to the main drive where you should turn right to reach the Ferguson Building.

► By Rail

There are frequent rail services into and out of Aberdeen; however Dyce station is closer to the campus. A taxi rank is conveniently located beside the station.
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 ► By Air
Aberdeen Airport has scheduled services to many UK and European airports, including London and Dublin. It is a short taxi ride from the SRUC Aberdeen Campus.

 ► All Routes
On entering the SRUC grounds, follow the drive to the top and head for the Ferguson Building.

All teaching will take place in the Ferguson Building. Please use the Education Entrance to the side of the building to access the teaching and library facilities and the Education Office.

 ► Halls of Residence
The Halls of Residence (Sutton, Mackie & Hunter) are situated on campus.